Abstract: A system and method are provided that transforms the typical voicemail interaction into one in which the client does not feel that their voice messages could be easily ignored. Instead of being prompted in the traditional manner to simply leave a message, the client is asked to choose from a list of available times, each representing a potential time for the service provider to call the client back. The system is aware of both the service provider's calendar appointments and the times that they have made available for client appointments. Once the client chooses a time slot, the service provider's calendar will be updated with the new appointment details. When that time arrives, the provider's calendar system will alert them of their impending appointment and they will be reminded to telephone back their client at the scheduled time.
VOICEMAIL INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE FOR INSTANT APPOINTMENT BOOKING

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/972,509, filed March 31, 2014, the entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[002] The present disclosure relates to interactive voice response systems and calendaring systems.

BACKGROUND

[003] "Phone tag" is a very common and annoying occurrence in the business world. This occurs when a caller (client) makes a telephone call to a service provider, but the service provider is not reachable at the time of their call. The service provider may be on another call, on vacation, at lunch, out sick, etc. The client will usually have to leave a voicemail message to indicate their wish to talk with the service provider and give some indication as to the purpose of their call. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee of when or if the provider will call their client back, leading to dissatisfaction on the part of the client, and potentially a loss of revenue on the part of the service provider.

SUMMARY

[004] The invention transforms the typical voicemail interaction into one where the client does not feel that their voice messages could be easily ignored. Instead of being prompted in the traditional manner to simply leave a message, the client is asked to choose from a list of available times, each representing a potential time for the service provider to call the client back. Importantly, the system is aware of both the service provider's calendar appointments and the times that they have made available for client appointments. Once the client chooses a time slot, the service provider's calendar will be updated with the new appointment details. When that time
arrives, the service provider's calendar system will alert them of their impending appointment and they will be reminded to telephone back their client at the scheduled time.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[005] Figure 1 shows the components of the IVR system and how they are connected, according to an example embodiment.

[006] Figure 2 shows an example of flow of a conversation between a human caller (client) and the system for one particular configuration of the system, according to an example embodiment.

[007] Figure 3 illustrates a technique for reserving/designating certain time slots to remain available for callback appointments, according to an example embodiment.

[008] Figure 4 is a flow chart illustrating a process according to an example embodiment.

[009] Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the IVR system, according to an example embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0010] Reference is made to Figures 1-3 for purposes of the description provided below.

[0011] The system and method presented brings together the technologies of voicemail, Interactive Voice Response (IVR), Short-Messaging Service (SMS) and calendaring to provide a convenient experience to telephone callers (referred to as clients herein) trying to reach service providers or colleagues. The invention is an integrated system that is capable of handling incoming telephone calls and is able to take control of the call at the moment when a simple voicemail would normally be recorded, and instead begin an IVR session with the caller to book/schedule a time for the callee to telephone them (the client) back.

[0012] Reference is first made to Figure 1. Figure 1 illustrates a system 10 that includes an IVR subsystem 20, a calendar/appointment database subsystem 30, an availability database subsystem 40, and a voicemail server/subsystem 50. A human caller (using any phone device,
wired-landline, wireless cellular phone, etc.) is shown at reference numeral 60 and a human callee (having an associated wired-landline or wireless cellular phone) is shown at reference numeral 62. Both the IVR subsystem 20 and the voicemail subsystem 50 are connected to the telephone network 70, and are in communication with each other. In addition, the IVR subsystem 20 is in communication with the calendar/appointment database subsystem 30 and with the availability database subsystem 40.

[0013] It should be understood that the functions of the availability database subsystem 40 and the calendar/appointment database subsystem 30 may be performed by one computing subsystem or separate computing subsystems. Thus, the term "calendar subsystem" may refer to the combination of the availability database subsystem calendar appointment/database subsystem 30 and the availability database subsystem 40.

[0014] Reference is now made to Figure 2, with continued reference to Figure 1, for a description of the call flow, according to an example embodiment. A typical interaction with the system will start with the caller telephoning the phone number of the person (callee) with whom he/she wishes to speak.

[0015] At 100, a caller places a call to a callee. Once the voicemail subsystem determines that the callee is unavailable (either because they are busy on the same line already or because their configured maximum number of rings have occurred), the call is transferred to the IVR subsystem at 110. At 120, the IVR subsystem begins a session with the caller. The IVR subsystem uses IVR technology to play out audio announcing to the caller that the caller has an can be directed to be directed into a callback appointment scheduling process or can leave a voice mail message for the callee. If the caller decides to decline scheduling a callback appointment, the caller may be allowed to leave a voicemail message in the traditional manner. The IVR system is capable of parsing voice audio commands of the caller and then taking those commands and relaying them to the calendar/database subsystem and availability database subsystem that stores information indicating when appointments with the callee can be booked.

[0016] Thus, if the caller elects to choose a time for a future callback from the callee, the IVR subsystem immediately queries the availability data and calendar appointments for the callee. The IVR system will then offer the caller some available appointment times and request that they select one of those times. Specifically, at 130, the IVR subsystem communicates with
the availability database subsystem 40 to request next available appointment times with the callee, when the callee can return the call to the caller. At 140, the availability database subsystem communicates with the calendar/appointment database subsystem 30 to request existing calendar appointments for the callee. At 150, the calendar/appointment database subsystem 30 returns the existing calendar appointments to the availability database subsystem 40. At 160, the availability database subsystem 40 returns the availability of the callee (minus times occupied by existing calendar appointments of the callee).

At 170, the IVR subsystem uses the information received at 160 to play out to the caller audio announcing available appointment times for a call back from the callee along with a prompt to the caller to choose an appointment time from the available appointment times. This voice-based interaction allows the caller to quickly choose a time for the callee to telephone the caller (the client) back.

At 180, the caller can choose an appointment time for a call back from the caller. This selection may be made by voice audio from the caller, appropriate recognized by the IVR subsystem. The IVR subsystem receives the selected appointment time from the caller, and may ask the caller for some of his/her personal details. Due to the presence of Caller ID in the caller's call, the caller's phone number will most likely already be known to the system, and perhaps the name and other details too if the caller is linked to the same phone number in the callee's contacts database. However, the caller can be prompted for other personal details such as name and local zip code. The system is configurable and can be instructed to collect arbitrary pieces of personal data before booking the appointment.

Once the caller chooses a callback time, the IVR subsystem, at 190, sends a communication to the availability database subsystem to record/book the appointment on the callee's calendar system to ensure that the callee's calendar is up to date with this new automatic commitment of the callee's future time. The availability database subsystem, at 200, sends a message to the calendar/appointment subsystem to add the appointment to the callee's calendar. At 210, the availability database subsystem confirms the callback appointment to the IVR subsystem 20.

The caller can be made aware of the future appointment confirmation through an informational Short-Messaging System (SMS) text message to a phone if he/she is calling using
a cellular phone and also opts-in to receive such a notification during the IVR session. Other forms of notification may include an email message or the play out of audio announcing confirmation of the appointment. Once the caller is informed of their confirmation number the telephone call will be terminated.

Thus, at 220, the IVR subsystem plays out audio to verbally relay the confirmed appointment details and terminates the call. Alternatively, or in addition, at 230, the IVR subsystem sends an SMS text message with appointment details to the caller.

The appointment availability presented to the caller is a subset of the callee's overall "free time" on their calendar system. Computer calendar systems typically only offer the ability to create, move, or cancel appointments, and they do not contain a feature that would allow an individual to specify the times at which they would like to offer appointments to their callers. Figure 3 illustrates a capability in which a callee can designate certain time windows on his/her calendar that are to be kept available to schedule callback appointments for callers who call the callee but the callee is not available to take the call at the time the callers call. For example, as shown in Figure 3, at reference numerals 250 and 260, the callee has designated the time slots 12-2 and 5-6 as time periods when callback appointments can automatically be made with callers. Data representing these designated time slots is stored by the calendar subsystem. Moreover, as callback appointments are made, the calendar subsystem adjusts the available appointment times accordingly so that time slots do not become double-booked. For example, as shown in Figure 3, a callback appointment is scheduled from 1:00 to 1:30 pm with caller Tina Johnson (whose telephone number is 555-222-3453 concerning "revision of purchasing contract").

The separate but integrated availability database subsystem is used to create appointment availability windows that would serve as the basis for such a capability, and the system is aware of the callee's calendar to ensure that any calendar-based appointment or meeting would subtract from the callee's availability and prevent double bookings.

Figure 4 is a flow chart depicting a process 300 performed by the IVR subsystem 20 according to an example embodiment. At 310, a voice call is received from a caller seeking to speak to a callee. At 320, the voice call is transferred to an interactive voice response session if the callee does not answer. At 330, audio is played out to the caller announcing that the caller
can be directed into a callback appointment scheduling process or can leave a voice mail message. At 340, communication is made with a calendar subsystem to request available appointment times for the callee to call back the caller. At 350, a response with available appointment times is received from the calendar subsystem. At 360, audio is played out announcing the available appointment times to the caller along with a prompt to the caller to choose an appointment time from the available appointment times. At 370, a selected appointment time is received from the caller. At 380, communication is made with the calendar subsystem to book the selected appointment time with the callee.

Figure 5 shows an example block diagram of the IVR subsystem 20, which includes a network interface unit 22 that interfaces with the telephone network, as well as the other entities shown in Figure 1, if needed. The IVR subsystem 20 further includes one or more processors 24 and a memory 26 that stores IVR control software 28. The IVR control software 28 includes instructions that, when executed by the one or more processors, causes the IVR system to perform the operations described above in connection with Figures 1-4.

The memory 26 may be read only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), magnetic disk storage media devices, optical storage media devices, flash memory devices, electrical, optical, or other physical/tangible memory storage devices. In general, the memory 26 may comprise one or more tangible (non-transitory) computer readable storage media (e.g., a memory device) encoded with software comprising computer executable instructions and when the software is executed (by one or more processors) it is operable to perform the operations described herein.

In summary, in one form, a method is provided comprising: receiving a voice call from a caller seeking to speak to a callee; transferring the voice call to an interactive voice response session if the callee does not answer; playing out to the caller audio announcing that the caller can be directed into a callback appointment scheduling process or can leave a voice mail message; communicating with a calendar subsystem to request available appointment times for the callee to call back the caller; receiving from the calendar subsystem a response with available appointment times of the callee; playing out audio announcing the available appointment times to the caller along with a prompt to the caller to choose an appointment time from the available appointment times; receiving a selected appointment time from the caller; and communicating
with the calendar subsystem to book the selected appointment time with the callee.

[0028] In another form, an apparatus is provided comprising: a network interface unit that enables communication with a telephone network and with a calendar subsystem; and a processor coupled to the network interface unit, wherein the processor is configured to: receive a voice call from a caller seeking to speak to a callee; transfer the voice call to an interactive voice response session if the callee does not answer; play out to the caller audio announcing that the caller can be directed into a callback appointment scheduling process or can leave a voice mail message; send to a calendar subsystem a request for available appointment times for the callee to call back the caller; receive from the calendar subsystem a response with available appointment times of the callee; play out audio announcing the available appointment times to the caller along with a prompt to the caller to choose an appointment time from the available appointment times; receive a selected appointment time from the caller; and send to the calendar subsystem a message to book the selected appointment time with the callee.

[0029] In still another form, a non-transitory computer readable storage media is provided encoded with instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the processor to perform operations comprising: receiving a voice call from a caller seeking to speak to a callee; transferring the voice call to an interactive voice response session if the callee does not answer; playing out to the caller audio announcing to the caller can be directed into a callback appointment scheduling process or can leave a voice mail message; communicating with a calendar subsystem to request available appointment times for the callee to call back the caller; receiving from the calendar subsystem a response with available appointment times of the callee; playing out audio announcing the available appointment times to the caller along with a prompt to the caller to choose an appointment time from the available appointment times; receiving a selected appointment time from the caller; and communicating with the calendar subsystem to book the selected appointment time with the callee.

[0030] The above description is intended by way of example only. Various modifications and structural changes may be made therein without departing from the scope of the concepts described herein and within the scope and range of equivalents of the claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
   receiving a voice call from a caller seeking to speak to a callee;
   transferring the voice call to an interactive voice response session if the callee does not answer;
   playing out to the caller audio announcing that the caller can be directed into a callback appointment scheduling process or can leave a voice mail message;
   communicating with a calendar subsystem to request available appointment times for the callee to call back the caller;
   receiving from the calendar subsystem a response with available appointment times of the callee;
   playing out audio announcing the available appointment times to the caller along with a prompt to the caller to choose an appointment time from the available appointment times;
   receiving a selected appointment time from the caller; and
   communicating with the calendar subsystem to book the selected appointment time with the callee.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the selected appointment time from the caller comprises receiving voice audio from the caller.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving from the caller personal data for use in booking the appointment with the callee.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   receiving an appointment confirmation from the calendar subsystem;
   communicating the appointment confirmation to the caller; and
   terminating the voice call with the caller.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein communicating the appointment confirmation to the caller comprises playing out audio to the caller.
6. The method of claim 5, wherein communicating the appointment confirmation to the caller comprises sending a text message to the caller.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the selected appointment time comprises receiving voice audio for the selected appointment time.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving from the caller personal data to be included in the appointment booked with the callee.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the available appointment times received from the calendar subsystem include one or more time slots which have designated to remain available for callback appointments.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising receiving from the callee information for the one or more time slots to be designated to remain available for callback appointments.

11. An apparatus comprising:
   a network interface unit that enables communication with a telephone network and with a calendar subsystem;
   a processor coupled to the network interface unit, wherein the processor is configured to:
       receive a voice call from a caller seeking to speak to a callee;
       transfer the voice call to an interactive voice response session if the callee does not answer;
       play out to the caller audio announcing that the caller can be directed into a callback appointment scheduling process or can leave a voice mail message;
       send to a calendar subsystem a request for available appointment times for the callee to call back the caller;
       receive from the calendar subsystem a response with available appointment times of the callee;
play out audio announcing the available appointment times to the caller along
with a prompt to the caller to choose an appointment time from the available appointment times;
receive a selected appointment time from the caller; and
send to the calendar subsystem a message to book the selected appointment time
with the callee.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the selected appointment time from the caller
comprises voice audio from the caller.

13. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the processor is further configured to receive from
the caller personal data for use in booking the appointment with the callee.

14. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the processor is further configured to:
receive an appointment confirmation from the calendar subsystem;
communicate the appointment confirmation to the caller; and
terminate the voice call with the caller.

15. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the processor is configured to communicate the
appointment confirmation by playing out audio to the caller.

16. The apparatus of claim 14, wherein the processor is configured to communicate the
appointment confirmation by sending a text message to the caller.

17. The apparatus of claim 11, wherein the available appointment times received from the
calendar subsystem include one or more time slots which have designated to remain available for
callback appointments.
18. A non-transitory computer readable storage media encoded with instructions that, when executed by a processor, cause the processor to perform operations comprising:

- receiving a voice call from a caller seeking to speak to a callee;
- transferring the voice call to an interactive voice response session if the callee does not answer;
- playing out to the caller audio announcing to the caller can be directed into a callback appointment scheduling process or can leave a voice mail message;
- communicating with a calendar subsystem to request available appointment times for the callee to call back the caller;
- receiving from the calendar subsystem a response with available appointment times of the callee;
- playing out audio announcing the available appointment times to the caller along with a prompt to the caller to choose an appointment time from the available appointment times;
- receiving a selected appointment time from the caller; and
- communicating with the calendar subsystem to book the selected appointment time with the callee.

19. The non-transitory computer readable storage media of claim 18, wherein the selected appointment time from the caller comprises voice audio from the caller.

20. The non-transitory computer readable storage media of claim 18, further comprising instructions operable for:

- receiving an appointment confirmation from the calendar subsystem;
- communicating the appointment confirmation to the caller; and
- terminating the voice call with the caller.

21. The non-transitory computer readable storage media of claim 20, wherein the instructions for communicating the appointment confirmation comprise instructions for playing out audio to the caller.
22. The non-transitory computer readable storage media of claim 20, wherein the instructions for communicating the appointment confirmation comprise instructions for sending a text message to the caller.

23. The non-transitory computer readable storage media of claim 18, wherein the available appointment times received from the calendar subsystem include one or more time slots which have designated to remain available for callback appointments.
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300  Receiving a voice call from a caller seeking to speak to a callee

310  Transferring the voice call to an interactive voice response session if the callee does not answer

320  Playing out to the caller audio announcing that the caller can be directed into a callback appointment scheduling process or can leave a voice mail message

330  Communicating with a calendar subsystem to request available appointment times for the callee to call back the caller

340  Receiving from the calendar subsystem a response with available appointment times of the callee

350  Playing out audio announcing the available appointment times to the caller along with a prompt to the caller to choose an appointment time from the available appointment times

360  Receiving a selected appointment time from the caller

370  Communicating with the calendar subsystem to book the selected appointment time with the callee
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